Ford focus 2012 se

After a very long wait, American buyers finally get a world-class small car from a Detroit label.
The Ford Focus is the segment's new benchmark. Of all the things for which the Ford Motor
Company has become known over the years, building great small cars has not been one of
them. When the Ford Focus debuted more than a decade ago, a great design was compromised
by assembly issues, but once quality improved, the Blue Oval neglected the Focus, merely
warming it over with midlife refreshes while other automakers rolled out successively superior
models. Well, the debut of the Ford Focus finally puts Ford back in the game. And this time it's
got an all-star player. You can forget what you knew about the previous Focus -- the car is a
monumental improvement. Available in four-door sedan and hatchback body styles, the new
Focus benefits from eye-catching styling and a sharply designed interior dressed up with
high-quality materials. It also comes with a new four-cylinder engine that's more fuel-efficient,
and a suspension that delivers both above-average handling and a refined ride. What really sets
the Focus apart, however, is the wealth of new technology offered here. This includes a number
of items usually found only on much more expensive models, ranging from a rearview camera
to Ford's excellent Automated Parking Assist, which can neatly slip the car into a curbside spot
without the driver ever touching the steering wheel. On top of this there's the latest evolution of
Ford's hands-free Sync technology and the new MyFord Touch system that largely does away
with buttons and knobs in favor of a large center touchscreen and voice commands.
Technology is also on display with the all-new Ford Focus Electric. Fully electric just like a
Nissan Leaf, the Focus Electric uses the same underpinnings as a standard Focus, but will
instead gain motivation from a kilowatt horsepower electric drive motor and a 23kWh lithium-ion
battery pack. Ford also says that it can be recharged in just hours on a volt charger. Through
smartphone integration, owners will also be able to remotely monitor charging functions, and
Ford is working with Best Buy to launch readily available home charging stations. In what is
perhaps bad news for Ford but great news for shoppers, the new Focus has arrived at a time
when there are plenty of great small cars available. The upscale Chevrolet Cruze , stylish
Hyundai Elantra and enjoyable Mazda 3 are all worthy of test-drives. Nevertheless, the Ford
Focus impresses by being a well-balanced and highly refined small car that seems as if it
should cost more than it actually does. Desirable and fun to drive, the new Ford Focus is a
special car, one that offers the features and sophistication of a large car in a small, practical
package. The Ford Focus is a compact car that's available in sedan and four-door hatchback
body styles. The S model, which is only offered as a sedan, comes with inch steel wheels;
keyless entry; air-conditioning; power front windows; power locks and mirrors; a
height-adjustable driver seat; a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel; and a four-speaker sound
system with a CD player and auxiliary audio jack. Move up to the SE and you get inch steel
wheels, automatic headlights, front foglights, a rear spoiler hatchback only , rear power
windows, a trip computer, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls and Ford's MyKey parental
controls. The optional Convenience package for the Focus SE adds cruise control and map
lights. The SE Sport package adds inch alloy wheels, rear disc brakes, a rear spoiler sedan ,
upgraded exterior and interior trim, sport seats and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. Also
optional is a six-speaker audio system bundled with Ford's Sync cell phone and iPod interface.
The Titanium and SEL Premium packages add rear parking sensors, automatic wipers, a
six-way power driver seat, leather upholstery, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a rear
armrest. The Titanium Handling package adds inch wheels, an upgraded sport-tuned
suspension, a full-size spare and summer tires. Optional for the SEL and Titanium is a
voice-activated navigation system with real-time traffic. Optional on all but the S is the Winter
package, which adds heated front seats and heated mirrors with side marking lamps. The SEL
and Titanium can be had with the Parking Technology package, which adds front and rear
parking sensors, a rearview camera and an automated parallel parking system. Optional only on
the SE sedan is a Super Fuel Economy SFE package, which adds inch steel wheels with aero
wheel covers, low-rolling-resistance tires, rear disc brakes and a rear spoiler. In terms of
equipment, it's similar to the Titanium trim model. For now, availability is limited to a few select
states. Under the hood, the front-wheel-drive Ford Focus has a new 2. Entry-level S and SE
models get a five-speed manual transmission standard, while a six-speed automatic
transmission that Ford has dubbed "Powershift" technically, it's a dual-clutch automated
manual is standard on SEL and Titanium trim levels. It is optional on the S and SE. In Edmunds
performance testing, a Focus Titanium with the automatic went from zero to 60 mph in 8. With
the manual, that drops to 8. The Focus Electric has a kilowatt electric drive motor that draws
power from a 23kWh lithium-ion battery pack. For reference, the Leaf has an kW motor and a
24kWh battery. Power is applied to the front wheels through a single-speed direct-drive
transmission. Ford promises an effective range of about 76 miles between charging. But as with
all electric cars, actual performance will be highly dependent on driving style and environment.

With a volt home charger, Ford says the Electric can be recharged in 4 hours. The Ford Focus
gets a long list of important safety features as standard equipment, including antilock brakes
rear drums on S and SE; rear discs on others , stability control, front side airbags and side
curtain airbags. The Ford Sync system, which is available on all Focus models, also now
includes an emergency crash notification feature that automatically dials when paired with a
compatible cell phone. Ford's MyKey system, which can be used to set certain parameters for
teen drivers, is standard on every Focus except the S sedan. In Edmunds brake testing, a Focus
Titanium with the Handling package and summer tires came to a stop from 60 mph in a
remarkable feet. That's better than many luxury sport sedans, but a Focus SE with regular tires
stopped in feet, which is longer than average. Curiously, the Focus SFE and its
low-rolling-resistance tires split the distance at feet. In government crash testing, the Focus
received four out of five stars for overall crash protection, with four stars for overall frontal
impact protection and five stars for overall side impact protection. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety awarded the Focus its highest possible rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset,
side and roof strength tests. The Ford Focus feels like a European car in the way it's been tuned
to provide both sharp handling and a refined ride. There's very little body roll in corners, while
the sharp, communicative steering is a revelation given that it's electrically assisted. The Focus
is a fun car to drive, especially if it's the Titanium trim level with the Titanium Handling package.
The 2. The five-speed manual transmission works well enough and gives the car a sportier feel,
though we found ourselves wishing for a 6th gear on the highway. The automatic has that extra
gear, though buyers should note that it's technically a dual-clutch automated manual and
behaves differently from a traditional automatic, occasionally rolling slightly back on hills or
being reluctant to creep forward when parking. Some will file this as an annoying deal-breaker
while others will consider it different but worth the fuel economy and acceleration benefits that
come with it. You won't find such issues with the Ford Focus Electric. Its electric motor and
direct-drive transmission result in a smooth power delivery. Acceleration is impressive at low
speeds, but tapers off considerably. Ford put in extra effort at making the Focus Electric quiet,
and indeed this is one of the quietest small cars you'll find. Handling is noticeably dulled,
however, a result of the extra weight of the electric batteries and components. The Nissan Leaf
feels a bit livelier behind the wheel, thanks in no small part to the fact that all of its major
masses are centralized low down between the wheels. Because the Focus Electric is an
adaptation of an existing car, Ford had to put the heavy stuff where it fit, which means not only
does it have to carry another few hundred pounds of weight, it's all where you don't want it, at
the far ends of the car. While the handsome exterior of this new Focus might be what initially
sets the hook, it's the total transformation of the passenger cabin that will reel you in. The
interior is attractive and quiet, and the materials are best-in-class. The layout of gauges and
controls is a little complicated even on lower trim levels, while the touchscreen controls in
MyFord Touch can make things even more head-scratching. However, a midyear software
update has improved MyFord Touch considerably and we highly encourage potential buyers to
confirm that the Focus in question has been updated accordingly. At the very least, though,
technologies like MyFord Touch, Sync, HD radio and the available automatic parking system set
the Focus apart from the pack. The front seats are supportive and comfortable over long
distances. The rear seats offer adequate headroom, but come up a little short on legroom when
compared with some of the competition. The sedan's Official cargo dimensions for the Focus
Electric haven't been released, but the rear battery pack does take up much of the luggage area.
Don't expect to fit much more than a duffel bag or two. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Focus. View Photos. Write a review See all 40 reviews. Two thumbs
down for ford! Been sent in for transmission issues 4 times since first purchased new in
Everything from grinding slipping and rolling backwards no repairs every worked just told that's
how it works , now at 56k miles the transmission quit completely! Radio repairs multiple times
now it just flashes " indexing " car should have been recalled. Nobody in their right mind would
own or purchase this unit. Read more. Read less. I bought my Ford Focus in September of I got
it Pre-Certified with only 16, miles on it. When I test drove it, it was a great ride, pretty quiet, and
comfy. I noticed a little jerking when starting from a dead stop and I thought it was just because
it was touchier than my old car. So I fell in love with it and purchased it. About 2 months later,
the jerking was so bad that my passengers were complaining about it. I took it into McCafferty
Ford where I purchased it and had it serviced. The mechanic told me this was a common
problem so he "reprogrammed" the transmission and sent me on my way. A month or two later I
took it back and the clutch needed to be replaced after putting about 2, miles on it. When I go
back to the dealership Thursday, I am claiming lemon law and getting a different car. I also got
hit by a tractor trailer when I was merging because the transmission stuck and wouldn't
accelerate. It's dangerous. Seriously, don't waste your money. I brought this car 6 months ago.

At first I would hear a clicking sound when I slowed down and I took it to the dealership, and
they told me that it was not cause of the dual clutch. So I didn't worry about it, but know it has a
huge problem, where the engine makes a clicking sound when I turn the car on. When it does
this the car wont go pass 30mph. I took it to the dealership about 3 times, were it stay in there
for about a week and each time I get it back I drive it about two or three days and the problem
comes back. So I figured the dealership doesn't know how to fix it , so they just get it and guess
and take your money. Transmission will kill you. The redesigned transmission for this model is
completely flawed. Been stuck on the freeway and unable to even shift my car into neutral to
move it two separate times. The Ford delearships have refused or been unable to permanently
fix it. The resale value of the car is now garbage and i will have to eat the cost for trade-in. My
car was bought certified pre-owned with 6k miles on it and had transmission problems from the
beginning. Ford has lied to its consumers about this car and its going to get people killed. Dont
buy and stop considering this car.. Write a review. Infotainment controls are finicky to learn and
use backseat is a little short on legroom quirky automatic transmission response. Vehicle
overview. The Ford Focus has been completely redesigned for An all-electric-drive version of
the Focus is also new. Sign Up. Click to Reserve Yours Today! While we make every effort to
ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the factory
rebates, incentives, options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from
multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. Although
every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on
this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials
appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or
implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and
license charges. Show Window Sticker. Get Sale Price. Body Style 5 Door Hatchback. Engine 4
Cyl - 2. Drive Type FWD. Recent Arrival! Features Options Specs Warranty. We turn our
inventory daily, please check with the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:.
Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months 48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly
Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also
wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The
recipient of this text message may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Focus owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. This happens regardless of how slowly or quickly I begin to accelerate". I
was told they replace one part sorry I do not remember if it was the clutch or something else
and I don't have the service records with me under warranty but now at ,km it doing the same
jerking effect which seems to be occurring more at low speed in the city". Symptom was a slight
shudder". It is going bad again although it has been only a few short weeks since it was
adjusted last. I'm not very happy". Caused the transmission to drift back on hills". I reported,
took the car in for adjustment and have had no additional problems". Has tended to lug, shift
sluggishly, but is better after computer adjustment". After taking to thing apart and drying off
the plate and replacing the seals, it ok now". Feels better that returns to same". On four different
occasions the gear lever has stuck in park and would not go into drive or reverse. All four
events happened in heavy traffic or in construction zones when I was required to stop". Also
SYNC sucks voice recognition is poor. Had to have it towed to a dealer. Either of which could
have been deadly. A trip to my dealer fixed the problem with a software update. This is a known
problem with this year-make. A class-action lawsuit againt Ford is in progress for the problem.
It was like the transmission went back and forth between the two gears. Took it to dealer and
under warranty it was repaired. However the stutter has returned and will need to take it back to
the dealer under warranty. Since admission of clutch shifting problems on this auto
transmission Focus the clutch has been replace 3 times". They can't fix it or adjust it to my
satisfaction. It continues to have trouble figuring out when to shift an while t does the motor
runs very fast. Occurs infrequently but when it does it is worrying. I have taken it in 3 different
times to be told this is how the car is supposed to operate. This is not true! I couldn't join the
class action lawsuit because I didn't have enough service record documentation nor did I have
any major work done on the transmission. Nothing was done with it because I was tired of

taking it in and being told the same thing every time I complained about the problem. I've been
informed that this is now part of a class action suit". Had caused rough shifting and idling.
Replacement was covered under warranty. This IS how it shifts with bucking, slipping, slow
start, poor gear changes, clunking. It runs this way until something breaks and then Ford fixes
it. Not willing to spend money on 8 yr old car. Most likely will sell soon. It is very rough
sometimes and other times it behaves itself. This might have been a little longer than 12 months
ago. Because of problems with the transmission in this vehicle Ford motor company had
extended the warranty and repairs were no cost to me. I like the focus, but I will not buy another
with this transmission type unless I'm convinced that the problems with this particular
transmission type have be resolved. Just waiting for it to die. This has been happening for
years. In the fall of , my transmission went out at less than 50, miles; the repair was covered as
the parts were under extended warranty following a recall. The rough shifting alone isn't that
much of an issue, but it's indicative of a bad transmission in the Ford Focus. While I generally
like the car otherwise, I won't buy a Ford again. Two software "flashes" had no effect. The
problem is unchanged for the past 60, miles. The warranty has been extended twice, but has
now timed out. I flat tow this vehicle behind a motor home. It has been towed more than 60,
miles that don't show on the odometer. Was completely replaced at one point, but continues to
slip and idle rough. Am told no repairs needed it is just this transmission on the last few
checks. Maybe adjust but that is it. It seemed to go back and forth between first and second
gear. It's the famous Powershift dual-clutch transmission fiasco. My car shudders when
accelerating from lower speeds and has been in the Ford service shop times over the years. The
first year it was replacement of parts, like solenoids, inside the transmission, and software
updates. After that it has been more transmission software updates, but nothing has changed
the bad behavior. Ford last told me it was operating "as designed. Otherwise the car had been
reliable and comfortable, except for some infotainment SYNC issues that caused the screen to
go blank. Lately, though -- and too soon for me to have worried about a repair visit yet, given
COVID -- it has turned into a safety concern. As in, I'm in the highway and the transmission
sticks such that I can't exceed roughly 50 miles per hour, even though the RPMs race up over
trying to make the shift. Worse, yesterday, I was taking a short one mile trip that involves two
stoplights. I was stopped at both, and when the light turned green and I pressed on the
accelerator, the vehicle simply did not move for several seconds. But then this morning I took
the same one mile trip and had no problem whatsoever. Go figure. Again, haven't taken to repair
shop yet. This has made for emergency situations and narrowly avoided accidents. The engine
will also sometimes 'rev' when I am trying to slow down". It is an automatic transmission. Has
been to Ford for service 4 times". My real complaint is that they keep fixing the problem but do
not fix the defect that leads to the problem". Major jerking". Sometimes it makes a grinding
noise before it shifts". They made some adjustment that was a recall, but it didn't totally fix the
issue. We started using a higher octane gas and that seems to have helped the issue".
Dealership has done diagnostics three times and has reprogrammed and replaced the TCM. Still
not functioning correctly". Transmission computer module replaced under separate
manufactures warrantee". At first they said it was just the way the car worked. Then it came out
with a recall. I had it repaired but it still has intermittent rough shifting". Began a few weeks
after I had it and was told that's just how it shifts. Kept getting worse. I've had the clutch
replaced at least 2 times. I've had other warranty work times a year for the same kind of thing.
Clutch and transmission recalls". I have taken it to dealer 4 times since purchase for trans
adjustment. Not happy with it". I reported it and it was taken care of to my satisfaction". The
computer was reprogrammed and that corrected the shift problem. Ford notified me that the
clutch and transmission warrenty has been extended". It is a manual transmission in the engine
but I shift as if it were an automatic. They tried to fix it but it still is rough". It now shifts
smooth". They had this problem with a lot of the model trans. It has been problem free since".
Gearshift rough and inconsistent. Shuddering and hesitation". Researching online I found other
people are having the same issue. Although apparently not dangerous? I took it in to be looked
at and". Well known problem by Ford, but keeps happening since they do no permanent fix".
Dealer says it operating normally". Ford admitted there was a serious issue, made an effort to
repair, then said the performance was acceptable by "Ford Standards". It ended worse than it
began". They would make computer adjustments, which would help the problem for a".
Common problem for this car. Ford has issued extended warranty". This is the problem
common to this Focus that Ford recognizes and has extended the factory warranty on the car
for this problem. The transmission did leak a little which led to the". The car would start out
from a dead stop with a very rough movement". Ford is aware of this and has issued a recall for
transmission parts. Ford warrants and replaces seal and clutch plates if needed. Since fix, no
problem. Trans much better". Ford reprogrammed the yransmission and checked the clutches

and extended the warrenty n the transmission. All this was performed as a recall". It
occasionally shifts roughly and inconsistently". Switching gears takes too long, especially
going up hills". We are going to take it in this May for the 4th generation repair. Ford has been
great with our concerns. It has increased the warranty several fold". Dealer insists that it is
normal! Loud noises when changing gears. Slow to engage. This is a common problem that
Ford is addressing without a recall". Known issues with Ford Focus due to style of clutch in the
vehicle". Problem is now resolved". I didn't mind it, and it saved fuel. Complaints forced Ford to
update software. Since the update, the car has not run well at all. Not that concerned about it
since Ford mechanic said this is "normal". Still, it's annoying". The car going from stop into 1st
and 2nd gear shifts very hard and has a slight vibration. The car tends to jerk in low gears. Ford
says it is within spec. Repeat trips to dealer for adjustment and control module replacement and
clutch adjustment". They have calibrated it several times, and tells us that this is the way that
this transmission performs". Car still shifts into gears erratically and RPM jumps are sudden at
times. Will likely be bringing it back again for mechanical work". Dealer rebuilt it and it no
longer has this problem". Dealer replaced the gear pack which seems to have corrected the
problem". It has finally resulted in the replacement of the clutch assembly, in my case, which is
scheduled for my car in the near future when the part arrives. The rough s". Took the car in
multiple times - at first they didn't do anything. Eventually they made some changes and it
seems to be smoother now". Extremely discomforting as it feels like something is always about
to fail". Currently involved in Class Action Lawsuite against Ford. The terms of the class action
that were decided are extremely unfavorable to car owners considering the safety issues it has
caused. It sometimes slips a little but no longer under warranty. Ford needs to issue a recall. It's
my understanding this was a general problem with the transmission design. There were multiple
attempts by Ford, over the years, to address this with firmware updates and hardware recalls,
but I believe it has finally been fixed with the partial rebuild we received from Ford last August
Since that rebuild, we have not had any more issues. Known vehicle defect. I have had the
transmission serviced, both as part of a recall and at my own expense but the issue continued.
The last time it was serviced, my MPG went down by over 5 and has stayed at this lower level. I
have had the clutches replace 2 times and it has just started to show signs of slipping again.
Ford has stepped up and covered the cost of the replacement both times, but a permanent fix
would be the better path. Original equipment clutches were cleaned once to resolve slipping
due to an internal leak. In clutches were replaced with a new design, but clutches still slip and
chatter when car is under load with passengers, especially when accelerating hard. I think the
clutch system is poorly designed, probably undersized for the vehicle. Ford extended the
warranty to 75,, but the dealer recently stonewalled our complaint, telling us that the
transmission is supposed to behave more like a manual transmission. I would consider a
manual transmission that behaves this way faulty. I have an extended warranty and the keep
fixing the part that is bad. While Ford had a recall on the software, they said the slipping is my
problem to fix. It did not shift properly. It was not successful. The clutches slip and cannot be
repaired. Would jerk , slip and not move. At miles the car started slipping, rough shifting,
hesitation in low gears. Ford dealer would not replace parts again because there was no engine
light. At miles I learned from another Ford dealer that they could ha e and should have replaced
the parts. Not only will I never buy a Ford again, but I tell everyone about this so they don't
either. I have been trying for months to get Ford to pay for all or some of this because of the
dealers refusal to repair the vehicle when I first complained. They have repeatedly refused.
Worst company EVER. We are just waiting for the transmission to die. Ford cannot fix and us
unwilling to compensate for the problem. A leaky seal causes contamination of the clutch disk
and slipping, primarily in first gear upon acceleration from a stop. The car has been fixed by the
dealer about four times and the last repair did not completely fix the problem, but performance
is now acceptable. We were taking the car to a dealer almost annually to have the clutch
replaced, computer updated, etc. Each time this never happened, and now that the car is over k
miles Ford has completely abdicated its responsibility to fix it instead trying to offer owners
double their settlement in the class action if they use it to buy a new Ford. After this experience,
I don't think I could ever buy a Ford again even though I qualify for their employee discount and
could get a good deal on one. Not constant enough to require servicing according to extended
warranty but still an irritant. Reason for looking at other new cars". It will be replaced again in
the coming weeks with an updated model. Ford initially declared the slipping and gear hunting
was the way the transmission was designed. Had to wait several weeks for parts each
replacement time due to a shortage of clutch parts. Bigger problem than Ford has admitted to.
Dealer has been good. Zone Rep terrible. I will not buy another Ford product". This time it did
not fail the "shudder test" by the dealer, so they just updated the transmission software". This
is especially pronounced when accelerating rapidly or if the front wheels are turned". The

clutches started to wear out and it caused a very bad shutter while accelerating from a stop, and
even between gears upshift usually. The clutches were replaced, but I am still experiencing
some shutter about 12 months later". Transmission was slipping particularly going up hills. Got
a recall letter that this model has a clutch that is failing. Dealer adjusted it. Kept doing it. Dealer
replaced clutch. Overall it was not a terrible experience". Dealership updated software and that
helped. Still happens at times, but may be related to my own change in drivings style. More
vigorous driving style seems to help. Different gasolines may also have an effect". I'm not sure
if trans slips but it is jerky, RPm's rev, and in the past feels like vehicle will stall at times". A
week ago started again. Car is currently in shop awaiting diagnostics". Ford releases periodic
updates to the programming of the computer, but my car still has issue. Dealer claims its
normal - but actually it seems a problem with many cars that's why it's normal ". The
transmission was rebuilt and clutch replaced. It has been computer programmed three more
times since taht rebuild and the transmission still hestiates". So far all is good". Check engine
light would come on. Had it services several times and the problem persisted. Sometimes
dangerous when slipping in traffic. Finally traded it in on a Fusion". Transmission would slip
slightly at highway speeds. Transmission seals were replaced. Clutch is bad. Waiting for new
clutch, 12 week back order. Under Ford warranty". I even try putting it in 1st gear and it barely
makes it; i feel like it's going to quit any time. It also makes weird n". I t has now been corrected
and shifts correctly". MPG dropped dramatically". The trans was leaking fluid onto the clutch
and causing slippage". Hope you're old enough to know what a wash board is". There was a
loss of power, grinding and general poor performance". A concern when trying to merge with
traffic". Car is scheduled for a warranty-covered replacement of clutches". The dealership said
that the transmission seal needed to be changed and the transmission was leaking". Dealer
could not solve the problem. I blame Ford, not the dealer. Otherwise, car has many fine
characteristics. Problem is more annoying than serious". It would do it after it was warmed up".
Really a problem when we drive to Los Angeles from San Diego". And has clanked on
occasion.. I wait for it to break so they will have to fix it properly! No charge". The manual
feature on the automatic transmission is not working properly. It has been recalled a couple of
times and is now currently on the 4th generation correction. We will know if it will wo". Ford
knows that this problem persists in Focus 6 speed automatic transmissions and has extended
the warranty to 10 years on transmissions". The problem was fixed on a recall but the delay
inattending to the large number of cars by the dealer was months after the recall". The last time
they rebuilt the transmission and seemed to have fixed the problem". I took the car in and it was
promptly repaired". The model year was the 1st year Ford used this transmission system. From
a standing stop i. There is a well known problem with this vehicle's transmission and ford has
extended the warranty period for certain transmission problems. We were notified by letter from
Ford Motor Co. Dealer says it is "normal" although there is a recall for this issue". A recall
seemed to fix the issue". Problem was fixed because of recall". Was repaired at Dealer". It felt
like I was on some sand on the road". Transmission rough to shift. Transmission hardware
refreshed no improvement. Car brought back no appointment availability from dealer. Brought
to other dealer. Transmission recalled. No parts availabili". Under warranty. I reported to dealer
that my car experienced excessive shudder during light acceleration in early Ford sent letters
out to me and others that the transmission warranty". The issue was repaired at the dealer and
is now back again 6 months later". To Ford's credit or the dealer , they didn't charge us for the
bulk of the repair, which won our service loyalty. When we bought the car used from a used car
place not a Ford dealer , we also bought an after-market warranty that listed clutches as being
covered, but the warranty company refused to cover the double-clutch since it was a dry clutch,
so watch out. Still has an issue on occasion. Car disabled. Common issue and it was a must fix
as car became undrivable. AAA kept having to jump-start my car, and I finally took the car to my
local Ford dealer. They said the error code they received from the car's diagnostic computer
indicated the Transmission system the electrical computerized thing was always on, even when
the car was turned off draining the battery. It was all covered under warranty, but they had to
replace the whole system. I have had no problems since. This happened two times before the
dealer got permission from Ford to replace the transmission computer. This repair reduced the
frequency of vibration but did not eliminate it all together. This model year had a number of
issues with the TCM and I have had it to the dealer several times to have the computer
reprogrammed. In fact there is a pending class action lawsuit regarding this model year and
transmission issues. It would not shift from park to reverse. Ford did replace the computer
module and did not charge for it. Luckily was covered by warrenty. Ford offered an extended
warranty for transmission problems but my car was past the authorized mileage. Transmission
has been a problem for the entire life of the car. Once the issue was corrected, it drives
wonderfully. Glad I stuck it out through the rough times and didn't trade in. It has had several

software updates at the dealership. All is well and good now". Was driving home 3 miles would
die every block or so have to pull over turn off and restart to get home 4 times". He diagnosed
the Transmission Module Assembly was broken. The car was then towed to the Ford dealer. It
was replaced under a 10 year warranty 8yr old car for no charge. Drove it straight to dealership
and had it repaired and turned out it and the accompanying solenoid problem were covered
recall issues so it was a free repair". From early on in my ownership, the car lugged it is an
automatic and wasn't responsive or was over-responsive to acceleration. At one point about 6
months ago it seemed to be stuck in a lower gear and sounded like it was revving constantly.
Then when I stopped and parked, it wouldn't go into reverse. Ford replaced the computer
control system for free; as it received an extended warranty. Ford is known for good
transmissions and I did not get the blue tooth when I purchased the car". Computer had to be
reset several times. Poor shifting,slipping". Ford replaced the trans control unit under
warranty". Highly unsatisfactory". We've had to get the computer adjusted multiple times with
recalls too". Was extremely shaky until the recall was complete". Replaced the clutch at the
same time under warranty. Fixed rough shifting issue. Ford covered everything for free and
extended the warranty on the PCM for , miles, which is nice". They've had problems with this
early generation of this type of transmission". It was recalled a couple of times, but it has never
been properly repaired. It is the worst car we have ever owned". They adjust the system, and the
adjustment lasts for a few months, before it begins to fail again. Big waste of time, and very
frustrating to drive". None of the selections worked, Reverse, Sport mode, or drive". Finally
fixed with a software upgrade". Dealer had to reset the computer and load patches. Ford
covered this at no cost to us and extended the warranty". I established thru on-line chat with
distant Ford mechanics that this was a known problem. However, local dealer danced around
before replacing at my expense. Ford recall out now". Ford has extended the warranty on the
car to , I have to date, not taken the letter back to the dealership to switch out transmission, or
have explained to me exactly how I am going to ge". Was covered by Ford Warranty". Had TCM
replaced. Still happens. When it does car appears to enter 'limp' mode. Not a good situation.
Still working on the issue". Dealer replaced the module and problem was cleared. Ford has
since extended the warranty on this part to , miles". I had to have car towed to dealership and
waited for 2 weeks for it to be repaired. I have an extended warranty that I paid for after 36 K
mile expired". Automatic transmission was not switching gears". Dealer replace seal and clutch
under warranty. Works great now. Down for 6 days". Warranty extended to 7 years or , miles on
clutch, transmission input shaft seals, and Transmission software calibration". Dealer pointed
out leak. Car was still under warranty". First time it was in and it took 2 months to have the parts
to fix the problem. I hate this car now with all the troubles". Required towing and multiple days
of repair that was covered under a warranty extension due to a recall. Had a couple visits to
service centre ultimately a recall was issued. More recently problem was combination of very
rough shifting and shuddering. Seems to be remedied with latest service about one month ago.
Would not shift into higher gear and reverse stopped working". I drove it directly to the
dealership and they repaired it same day for free as it turned out to be a recall issue". Slow to
engage from a stopped position. Noisy, rough ride". This is a nation wide recall on the Focus
with a duel clutch trans". Transmission warning displayed on dash, trans goes in to "limp
mode" dealer's words. Fixes itself if I let the car sit for a few hours. Brought car in each time,
can't find anything wrong with it". The transmission sensor light came on and the car wouldn't
move. Turned the vehicle off and on a few times before we were finally able to drive it".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. We didn't know at
the time we bought it, and not all Focus double-clutches have the failure. To Ford's or the dealer
that did the job credit, they didn't charge us for the bulk of the repair, which won us back a bit,
and we've taken the car to that dealer for other service since then. Caveat: we bought an after
market warranty when we bought the car used , but it didn't cover the particular double-clutch
since they said it was a dry clutch, so be sure that your warranty actually covers it if you buy
one of these. Apart from that issue, we've been happy with the car. It was not bad but since I
had it in for an oil change and it was just under K miles, it was still under warranty. I asked them
to look at it and they replaced the clutch. It's the second clutch to be replaced. This was the
third time the clutch was replaced under warranty. I had to pay for replace of clutch levers. Third
time clutches were replaced all under warranty. Like clockwork every 20, miles. We are VERY
disappointed that the replacement would fail so soon!! Only after driving performance i.
Unfortunately, the cars are ineligible for the program after , miles. The most frustrating moment
is when the maintenance technician at the dealership the car was purchased from admitted that
they replace several of these a day because this is a known issue with this model. We bought
ours in This was the second rebuild by Ford. Luckily, it was covered by waranty as was the
earlier rebuild. Parts are on Ford because it was a certified used car when bought with 11,

miles". There was no charge. This has been a very efficient and smooth operating
transmission". They checked it out, confirmed the issue and replaced the clutch. Problem
solved. Downshifted unexpectedly. Wouldn't shift out of neutral when it should. Very dangerous
to drive. Luckily I was within a mile of the dealer Service station. Luckily I had paid for the
Extended 7 year warrantee. Which has improved shifting to within normal expectation". The
problem came back at about in March I had the clutch replace at miles in April at my expense. I
just live with the problem. We purchased the car maybe 6 years ago". Vehicle would shuttter
when accelerating from a stop. Dealer service recommended replacement. Problem was minor
but given the known fragility of the Focus DPS6 clutch we opted for replacement for safety
reasons. I just noticed that in lower gears it would slip and not have the same pick-up as it used
to. Replaced both forks, electronic actuators, and clutch assembly. After a recall and 2 years of
cancelled bookings the clutch was replaced on warranty in In the problem occurred again and
the car became inoperable. The dealer said that the replacement was at my cost because Ford
does not have a warranty on warranty replacements. The Ford 6 speed automatic is an
engineering mistake and Ford is not stepping up to the table to satisfy owners. The warranty
extension on the transmission doesn't help the long term problems owners face. They need to
follow VW's commitment to make customers happy when the company make a big error". A
Ford technition test showed an error due to the clutch and it was replaced under factory
warranty". The clutches needed to be replaces approximately every 20, miles. Also the main
engine seal was replaced twice. Very disappointing! To be fair, Ford extended the warranty to ,
miles and covered all 4 replacements". Ford took care of the clutch replacement under service
notice. Absolutely no problem with repair". The transmission shuttered and seemingly could
not find the right gear at times". I brought the complaint to the dealer s 8 times. The clutches
were replaced twice. Final fix was to repair the fluid leaking on the clutches". Had to replace
brakes". Dealer said transmission clutches need to be replaced before the controller could be
upgraded. Fixed and all seems normal". The car has to b in the shop for a full day, not just any
day, when the clutch guy is there. The first replacement was no good. The last one seems to be
better. This is a really bad thing about an otherwise good car. I never would have bought it had i
had any idea. Lot of clutch slip which wears them rapidly, to the point they need to be replaced
once a year or more. Covered under extended warranty by Ford, but a hassle to do once a year.
Sometimes a brand new clutch is installed and exhibits same problems as the just-removed
clutch". It is covered by Ford. This design flaw obviously has not been resolved". Codt me
several hundred dollars". A loaner was offered but we didn't feel it was necessary for us". We
called the Ford dealership. They informed us that it was under factory warranty. Not sure if it
was a recall or not. They replaced the entire clutch system". Problem was fixed under warranty".
Initial fix failed, dealer elected to replace clutch under Ford tech service bulletin. No problems
since then". Finally remedied with clutch replacement". It's either that or transmission
replacement". It was the dealership, that finally came to our aid, with a "good will" gesture to
replace the clutch. This came after r". They replaced it and it now has a The select shift
transmission was good for a while after clutch replacement but feels like it may be getting bad
again. All items were covered by warranty". The engine main seal was also replaced. It woked
good for about 20, miles. At about 50K miles the clutches needed to be replaced again".
Transmission computer was also worked on causing main computer to malfunction. The car
would not start. But this was fixed and the car is fine now". Transmission begins making
grinding noises when shifting which get progressively worse, then later the clutch starts
slipping". And system has been rest numerous times. The transmission is a mess". I did not
noticed anything wrong with it". It felt like the tires were spinning as if they were on loose
gravel, but they were on asphalt". I took it in and was given an unsatisfactory reason and that it
was taken care of. Within a week it was doing it again. Then they replaced it". Dual clutch was
replaced and ended up being a recall item from Ford". When the clutch is working properly, this
is a terrific transmission with crisp, sporty shifts. This issue can be dangerous when not used
to driving the vehicle". Took 3 days to get fixed. The best you can say is cost of repair was
covered by the warranty. I had to pay most of the tow, hotel and food costs. Will never buy a
Ford again". We received a letter about a recall because of the issue. Ford resolved it by putting
in a new torque converter". Electronic shift forks and throw-out bearing failed which cause the
clutch to fail. This would be the third clutch replacement overall. Clutch and gears still worked
but gears would not stay connected. Mechanic could not figure out why. It is now out of
warranty. The issue has returned. I haven't been able to get a clear answer from ford regarding
the current status of the issue. AAA brought car to dealer. Ford replaced transmission
completely, at no cost to me, as it was under a lifetime warranty. Clutch packs replaced in the
automatic transmission for the second time under warranty. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock

Ratings. Used Ford Focus Change Vehicle. Sporty handling, relatively low noise, and a
well-done interior make the Focus feel more like a small sports sedan than a humdrum compact.
Though not blazingly fast, the Focus does get good fuel economy. Several flaws keep it from
being one of our top-rated small cars, though. The most irksome of those is the PowerShift
automatic transmission, which stumbles at low speeds. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. I
was told they replace one part sorry I do not remember if it was the clutch or something else
and I don't have the service records with me under warranty but now at ,km it doing the same
jerking effect which seems to be occurring more at low speed in the city" Anonymous, NB Ford
Focus Titanium 2. Symptom was a slight shudder" Frank R. I'm not very happy" Gail B. Caused
the transmission to drift back on hills" Brian P. I reported, took the car in for adjustment and
have had no additional problems" P H. After taking to thing apart and drying off the plate and
replacing the seals, it ok now" Thomas F. Feels better that returns to same" Robyn L. Since
admission of clutch shifting problems on this auto transmission Focus the clutch has been
replace 3 times" Michael O. Ridiculous" Ronna H. The engine will also sometimes 'rev' when I
am trying to slow down" Patricia M. My real complaint is that they keep fixing the problem but
do not fix the defect that leads to the problem" Gary R. We started using a higher octane gas
and that seems to have helped the issue" Jay S. Transmission computer module replaced under
separate manufactures warrantee" Anonymous, CO Ford Focus Titanium 2. Clutch and
transmission recalls" Suzanne K. Not happy with it" Robyn L. Ford notified me that the clutch
and transmission warrenty has been extended" Thomas K. It now shifts smooth" Michael S. It
has been problem free since" Stanton S. I took it in to be looked at and" Terry H. Well known
problem by Ford, but keeps happening since they do no permanent fix" Kent H. It ended worse
than it began" R T. They would make computer adjustments, which would help the problem for
a" Jack S. Trans much better" Stephen F. All this was performed as a recall" John H. It
occasionally shifts roughly and inconsistently" Neil T. It has increased the warranty several
fold" Robert S. This is a common problem that Ford is addressing without a recall" Kenneth H.
Known issues with Ford Focus due to style of clutch in the vehicle" Paul G. Problem is now
resolved" Sharon H. Still, it's annoying" Donald H. BS" Sandy N. Repeat trips to dealer for
adjustment and control module replacement and clutch adjustment" Robyn L. They have
calibrated it several times, and tells us that this is the way that this transmission performs"
Sharon G. Dealer rebuilt it and it no longer has this problem" David S. The rough s" Joel B.
Extremely discomforting as it feels like something is always about to fail" Lewis L. This time it
did not fail the "shudder test" by the dealer, so they just updated the transmission software"
Anonymous, CT Ford Focus SE 2. Different gasolines may also have an effect" Judith J. I'm not
sure if trans slips but it is jerky, RPm's rev, and in the past feels like vehicle will stall at times"
Robyn L. Car is currently in shop awaiting diagnostics" Harold F. So far all is good" James F.
Under Ford warranty" Barry W. I t has now been corrected and shifts correctly" Paul B. MPG
dropped dramatically" R T. The trans was leaking fluid onto the clutch and causing slippage"
Frederick J. Hope you're old enough to know what a wash board is" Gail B. A concern when
trying to merge with traffic" Randy M. The dealership said that the transmission seal needed to
be changed and the transmission was leaking" C I. We will know if it will wo" Robert S. Ford
knows that this problem persists in Focus 6 speed automatic transmissions and has extended
the warranty to 10 years on transmissions" Ernest S. The problem was fixed on a recall but the
delay inattending to the large number of cars by the dealer was months after the recall" M-D G.
The last time they rebuilt the transmission and seemed to have fixed the problem" Michael T. I
took the car in and it was promptly repaired" Marilyn C. Dealer says it is "normal" although
there is a recall for this issue" Al S. A recall seemed to fix the issue" Adam D. Problem was fixed
because of recall" Brenda C. Was repaired at Dealer" Vicky H. It felt like I was on some sand on
the road" Thomas F. No parts availabili" John H. Ford sent letters out to me and others that the
transmission warranty" Sharon S. The issue was repaired at the dealer and is now back again 6
months later" Ken V. All is well and good now" Anonymous, Ford Focus Titanium 2. Was driving
home 3 miles would die every block or so have to pull over turn off and restart to get home 4

times" Anonymous, NV Ford Focus SE 2. Drove it straight to dealership and had it repaired and
turned out it and the accompanying solenoid problem were covered recall issues so it was a
free repair" Anonymous, CO Ford Focus SEL 2. Ford replaced the trans control unit under
warranty" Ed V. Highly unsatisfactory" Bob G. We've had to get the computer adjusted multiple
times with recalls too" Heather R. Ford covered everything for free and extended the warranty
on the PCM for , miles, which is nice" Adam D. None of the selections worked, Reverse, Sport
mode, or drive" Fernando N. Ford recall out now" Thelma K. I have to date, not taken the letter
back to the dealership to switch out transmission, or have explained to me exactly how I am
going to ge" Charles S. Was covered by Ford Warranty" Sharon H. Ford has since extended the
warranty on this part to , miles" Beth K. I have an extended warranty that I paid for after 36 K
mile expired" Efrain T. Down for 6 days" James S. Warranty extended to 7 years or , miles on
clutch, transmission input shaft seals, and Transmission software calibration" Anonymous, MI
Ford Focus SE 2. I hate this car now with all the troubles" Martin P. Would not shift into higher
gear and reverse stopped working" Amelia K. I drove it directly to the dealership and they
repaired it same day for free as it turned out to be a recall issue" Anonymous, CO Ford Focus
SEL 2. Noisy, rough ride" Margo L. This is a nation wide recall on the Focus with a duel clutch
trans" Rodney H. Brought car in each time, can't find anything wrong with it" Edward C. Turned
the vehicle off and on a few times before we were finally able to drive it" Todd C. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Ford Sync and MyFord steering-wheel controls are easy to
understand and help you keep your hands on the wheel while driving. Voice command for audio
source selection and hands-free calling are available. The Bad Audio quality from the
six-speaker system leaves a bit to be desired. The version of Ford Sync that supports AppLink
isn't available in this car. The Bottom Line The Ford Focus Sedan SE is a good value, delivering
simple yet effective cabin tech and efficient performance without lots of distracting frills. Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Ford
Focus, you've come a long way, baby. What was once just a middling compact sedan that got
by on its low price and angular, chunky looks has grown into a leader in its class. The Focus
Titanium is available with automatic parallel parking and an impressive MyFord Touch with
Sync infotainment system. The whisper-quiet Focus Electric features a cutting-edge, percent
electric power train. Regardless of what model you choose, the Focus has benefited
tremendously from increased cabin quality, fit and finish, and eye-catching design. The Ford
Focus Sedan SE is those things, offering a good blend of available tech options, fit and finish,
and fuel efficiency without breaking the bank. Freeway cruising and fuel economy The bulk of
my experience with the Focus Sedan took place during a road trip from San Francisco to San
Diego for the Comic-Con International. My chosen route, California's bone-straight I-5, didn't
offer much opportunity to test the sedan's cornering ability or slalom agility. We'll save those
sorts of feats for the Focus ST when it eventually parks itself in the Car Tech garage. The Focus'
2. What I did get to test was the highway fuel economy of the sedan's four-cylinder engine. Over

the course of the first tank, the sedan averaged That, however, was the high-water mark for the
week's fuel economy, but the Focus still proved to be admirably efficient. Four days of scooting
around San Diego and two trips through Los Angeles' rush-hour traffic only caused the
weeklong average fuel economy to drop down to The 2. This engine is tuned for efficiency, but
it's no slouch in the power department. There was plenty of grunt available at the low end of the
powerband for squirts of acceleration away from traffic lights and midrange torque was so good
that there really was no need to approach the top end of the tachometer during daily driving.
The Focus cruised effortlessly up and down the hundreds of miles on I-5 with nary a complaint
and not much engine noise. Road and wind noise were also reasonably low thanks to excellent
seals on the doors and windows and well-placed sound deadening. It's a good thing the Focus'
cabin was reasonably quiet because the stock stereo needed all the help it could get, but we'll
get back to that shortly. In the case of our Focus SE, that engine is mated to a five-speed
manual transmission that is not bad at all. The shifter's throw is econobox long, but the shifting
effort is light and the engagement positive -- both great traits to have in a runabout that will
likely see more traffic jams than autocross courses. Likewise, the clutch pedal is low-effort with
a predictable takeup that's easy to modulate during a city traffic creep. The technophile in me
wants to see a six-speed manual, but after a week with the five-speed I'm glad to report that the
five forward ratios that you do get here are well-spaced and, as I stated earlier, deliver pretty
good efficiency without much sacrifice in performance. Prospective Focus owners who want
even more efficiency can step up to an optional six-speed dual-clutch automatic gearbox for up
to an estimated 28 mpg in the city and 38 on the highway. The six-speed SE model is also
available with an optional Super Fuel Economy SFE package that bumps the highway
miles-per-gallon estimate up to 40 -- our manual model obviously wasn't equipped with this.
And if you're just sick of tailpipe emissions and fossil fuels altogether, there's always the Focus
Electric to consider. You get power windows and mirrors, power locks with remote unlock, and
a rudimentary, four-speaker audio system that reads standard and MP3 CDs and features an
auxiliary input for your portable media player. The most advanced feature on this rig is
speed-sensitive volume control. Like I said: passable. Ford really needs to get more clever with
its package naming system. This option rolls the Convenience package and the MyFord and
Sync package into one big line item on the pricing sheet. The Convenience package adds cruise
control and a perimeter alarm system to the feature list. The MyFord and Sync package is where
things start getting interesting. I was looking forward to spending more time with Ford Sync
AppLink. Unfortunately, this system is not the version of Sync that supports such a function.
With at least four different versions of Sync floating around all called Ford Sync something or
other, even we here at Car Tech get a bit confused from time to time. Just about all of Sync's
functions can be voice-commanded, but the small color screen on which the infotainment
information is displayed can also be commanded with the small MyFord directional pad on the
right spoke of the steering wheel. There's also a corresponding MyFord D-pad on the left spoke
that gives the driver control over the LCD located in the information cluster where vehicle
options can be adjusted and fuel economy and trip computer function can be monitored.
There's even a simple green-driving gauge that scores your driving based on factors like
shifting efficiency, prediction of upcoming stops, and throttle application. Stee
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ring-wheel controls are available for both of the LCDs, allowing drivers to focus on keeping
their hands on the wheel. This package also bumps the audio system up to six speakers total.
The result is only "pretty good" audio quality that doesn't stand out as particularly offensive in
any way, but doesn't exactly excite the ears either. The top-of-the-line tech packages add a
Sony-branded premium audio system, a larger 8-inch touch-sensitive LCD with built-in
navigation, and a number of other creature comforts such as automatic climate controls, but
our vehicle was not thusly equipped. That money gets you a good car for efficient
transportation from point A to B, but no frills and not very much in the way of tech unless you
consider an auxiliary input to be the apogee of cabin technology. July 19, p. Pricing Unavailable.
Get Price. Cabin tech 5. Performance tech 7. Design 7. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Ford
Shelby F Super Baja looks like a yeehaw and a half. Hyundai Ioniq 5 vs.

